
Thanks for agreeing to read and offer feedback on this draft material from The Keyhole
Problem. I am interested in comments of every kind, but my primary concerns are (1)
technical accuracy and completeness, (2) establishment of compelling arguments that
back my case, and (3) a wide variety of clear, convincing, current examples.

I welcome suggestions for examples I should use in addition to or instead of the
examples I already have. I am especially interested in examples that come from major
companies (a faux pas by a major company is more interesting than one from a bit
player), that are from companies I don’t already include in the book (I want to spread
the shame around), that are from more recent versions of the software I’m showing
(current examples are better than old ones), and that demonstrate aspects of the prob-
lem I haven’t considered. Again, however, I am interested in more than just examples.
If my arguments are incomplete, misleading, incorrect, or unconvincing, I need to
know about it.

There are a couple of conventions you should know about:

• Lines with change bars in the margin (such as in this paragraph) show places 
where I have modified something since the last posted version of the material. 
Alas, the word processing software I use (FrameMaker) ignores graphics 
when determining what has changed, and that leads to two problems. First, 
no change bars appear if a graphic is modified, but none of the text around it 
is. More significantly, if the text immediately preceding a graphic is changed 
and the text immediately following that graphic is also changed, the change 
bar will span the range between the two lines of text, thus suggesting that 
any intervening graphics have changed, even if they haven’t.

• Italicized paragraphs with red question marks in the margin (such as this 
one) are notes (typically questions) to reviewers and will not be part of the 
book. These are places where I am particularly looking for your input.

A Note to 
Reviewers

?
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Many web pages present their content in an area of predetermined width. If you
make your browser window wider than this width, the pages will not use the
extra space. Such web pages impose a Fixed-Width Web Page Keyhole (FWWP
Keyhole). When the page content is longer than will fit in the available vertical
space, such pages require vertical scrolling, even though additional content—
possibly all of it—would fit if the page were formatted to take advantage of the
extra horizontal space. Figure ??-1 shows an example of this phenomenon.
Here, just over 30% of the page content is hidden beyond the bottom of the
window, even though about 40% of the window area available for page content
goes unused. The window is big enough to display all the content. The web
page simply refuses to take advantage of it.

Some pages use a slightly different layout, one where the keyholed content
is centered in the browser window. This wastes no less space, but, as
Figure ??-2 demonstrates, it does manage to break it into two pieces. This lay-
out always reminds me of children attempting to fool their parents into thinking
that they have eaten “almost all” of their vegetables by spreading the uneaten
pieces around their plates.

C H A P T E R

Fixed-Width 
Web Page 
Keyholes
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The name “fixed-width web page keyhole” is actually a bit misleading.
Some web pages allow the content width to vary up to some fixed maximum.
Such pages dynamically adjust the page layout to accommodate narrower
browser windows, but, beyond a certain point, not wider ones. The keyholes
imposed by these types of pages are limited-width keyholes, not fixed-width
ones. Figure ??-3 shows an example.

Also, not all content with a fixed or limited width is found on the web. For
example, Figure ??-4 depicts a portion of the online help from PowerQuest’s
Drive Image 2002. As is the case with fixed- or limited-width web pages, the
content here fails to take advantage of all the horizontal space that is available. 

The real keyhole in all these cases isn’t a width that’s fixed or a page on the
web. It’s window content that fails to take advantage of horizontal space when
such space is made available. The fundamental problem is that of limited-width
content keyholes, and I nearly gave this chapter that name. Ultimately, how-
ever, I decided that the name of the most common manifestation of this problem
(fixed-width web pages) best helps people recognize the keyhole when they
encounter it, and I concluded that a useful name was more important than one
that is a bit more technically accurate.

Figure ??-1. Web page demonstrating Fixed-Width Web Page Keyhole (from
MSN’s web site1).
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Figure ??-2. Fixed-Width Web Page centered in the browser window (from
Yahoo’s home page2).

Figure ??-3. Upper portions of narrow and wide versions of a limited-width web
page (from mindview’s web site3).
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Problems

Users of computer systems have limited resources. There is only so much mem-
ory, CPU power, and network bandwidth, etc., at their disposal. Computer sys-
tems are designed to make efficient use of whatever resources are at hand, so,
within broad bounds, if you add memory to a system, increase the power of the
CPU, or beef up the network, the operating system automatically takes advan-
tage of the additional resources. In some cases, new resources make things pos-
sible or practical that weren’t possible or practical before. Upgrading a dial-up
internet connection to a high-speed connection, for example, makes it practical
to view streaming video, and adding memory to a system can make it possible
to run more programs simultaneously than was possible prior to the upgrade.
Most users would take a dim view of a system that ignored added memory,
failed to take advantage of the higher computational horsepower of a faster pro-
cessor, or moved data over a high-speed connection at the same speed it did
over a low-speed one.

One limited resource is screen space: the amount of information that can be
displayed at one time. The limiting factor here is pixels, not monitor size. A
21-inch monitor running at a resolution of 1024x768 pixels can display no
more information than a 15-inch monitor running at the same resolution
(though the information will be easier to see on the larger monitor). 

Pixels are a precious resource. To get more of them, people buy bigger mon-
itors (thus making it practical to employ higher screen resolutions), and some
people connect more than one monitor to a single machine (thus increasing the
total number of pixels available). To increase the utility of the few pixels we
have, we represent images as thumbnails, and we run software that allows us
to create multiple virtual screens on a single monitor. It is reasonable, then, to

Figure ??-4. Portion of a help page (not a web page) from PowerQuest’s
DriveImage 2002.
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assume that when a user makes more pixels available to an application, the
user expects the application to take advantage of them. Fixed-width web pages
refuse to do it. When users offer such pages more horizontal screen space, they
ignore the offer, thus rebuffing the user’s request to display more information.

Such behavior is irritating for two reasons. First, once the browser window
is made as tall as possible (i.e., stretches from the top of the screen to the bot-
tom), there is no way for the user to see more of the web page than is currently
displayed; there is no workaround.† Users are stuck with the amount of the
page they see, and there is nothing they can do about it. They can scroll verti-
cally to see more of the page, of course, but this changes only what part of the
web page they see, not how much.

The second cause of irritation is more fundamental, and the issue it raises
cuts to the core of the relationship between the people who create web pages
(page authors) and those who visit them (page visitors). The issue is control.
When a user visits a web page, who should control the details of the viewing
experience, the author or the visitor? If control over such details is properly in
the purview of the author, Fixed-Width Web Page Keyholes may annoy visitors,
but visitors are in no more position to complain about them than they are to
complain about the page author’s writing style. If control over viewing details is
properly within the purview of the visitor, however, Fixed-Width Web Page
Keyholes are both more serious and more irritating, because they represent an
incursion by authors into the viewer’s domain.

Let me be clear at the outset that the issue I’m addressing here is the details
of the viewing experience, not the basic structure. Page authors properly control
the content of each page as well as the basic structure of their pages. Authors
determine whether and where to use links, tables, bulleted lists, etc. Authors
control the relative placement of text blocks, images, forms, etc. Visitors may
not like the decisions the authors have made on these issues, but they are in no

† Of course, there may be tricks. Depending on one’s hardware and software environ-
ment, one may be able to open a separate browser window for the same URL, then
position the new window next to the current browser window. Or one may be able to
reduce the font size for the page, thus allowing more content to be displayed in the
window. Or one may be able to “unmagnify” the entire page, thus making visible more
graphics as well as more text. In this discussion, I ignore such tricks, in part because
they are unknown to most users, in part because they don’t scale well (just how small
can you make the text and still read it?), but primarily because they are tricks. The
underlying problem here is the existence of a gratuitous keyhole. Tricks may ease the
symptoms, but our goal should be a cure, not a palliative.
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position to change them. In fact, there is no way they can change them. Web
browsers give them no way to do it.

On the other hand, web browsers do offer visitors control over the details of
how a page is displayed. For example, visitors typically have ultimate control
over the font used to display text, the size of this font, and, generally, the size
and shape of the browser window (though Chapter [FSW] discusses fixed-size
browser windows). True, web authors often attempt to circumvent this control
(e.g., by using style sheets to fix font faces and sizes, by using scripts to resize
browser windows, etc.), but when push comes to shove, visitors win. Visitors
can, for example, tell their browsers to ignore font faces or sizes specified by
web pages, can direct that style sheets should be disregarded, can disable sup-
port for scripts in web pages, etc.

Furthermore, visitors should retain control over these kinds of display
details. Focusing only on the issue of page width (I address font issues in chap-
ter [GK]), the party best able to determine the optimum width is the person with
the greatest knowledge of the visitor’s viewing environment, and that person is
the visitor. Who best knows how many applications are currently visible on the
monitor? The visitor. Who best knows the relative importance of those applica-
tions? The visitor. Who best understands the visitor’s preferred way to view
content on a web page given the potentially many other things the visitor is
doing at the same time? The visitor. Who is thus best able to position and shape
the area available for displaying web content? Clearly the visitor.

Authors of pages imposing FWWP Keyholes must choose a specific width,
of course, and there doesn’t seem to be a standard. MSN’s home page
(Figure ??-1) is about 770 pixels wide; Yahoo’s (Figure ??-2) is about 740;
AOL’s Privacy Policy page17 (not shown) is about 610 pixels. As we shall see in
a moment, some web page authors choose keyholes that are much narrower
than these, but even now we have enough information to observe that the
varying widths of fixed-width layouts means that users are unlikely to have a
consistent viewing experience as they move from site to site. Some pages are
fixed in width and others are not, and even the pages that are fixed in width
aren’t all fixed at the same width. 

The overall appearance of a fixed-width page in a user’s browser is deter-
mined in part by the size of the browser window. Many users habitually make
their browser window as large as possible (i.e., “maximize” it), so it is reason-
able to expect that many web pages will be viewed in windows whose sizes are
determined by common screen resolutions, e.g., 640x480 (VGA), 800x600
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(SVGA), 1024x768 (XGA), and 1280x1024 (SXGA). Figures ??-1 and ??-2
show how even comparatively “wide” fixed-width pages (such as MSN’s and
Yahoo’s) waste about half the horizontal pixels in a maximized browser window
on a 1280x1024 display. As page layouts get narrower and browser windows
get wider, results become increasingly disturbing. Figure ??-5, for example,
shows a 240-pixel-wide page as it appears in a maximized browser window
running at a resolution of 1600x1200. On its face, this example may seem to

be the web equivalent of a coupling between a chihuahua and a great dane
(technically possible, but unlikely in practice), but it’s consistent with two
trends in present-day computing: displays are at once getting both larger and
smaller. On one hand, personal computers now routinely ship with 17-inch
monitors; 15 inches used to be standard. Accompanying the larger monitors has
been an increase in the standard resolution—from 800x600 to 1024x768. This
trend towards larger monitors with higher resolutions continues. On the other
hand, PDAs and cell phones are extremely popular, but neither typically fea-
tures a screen of more than about 320 horizontal pixels. 

Figure ??-5. 240-pixel wide web page as seen in a maximized browser window
on a 1600x1200 display (from the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority’s
web site4).
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Naturally, people want to view web content, no matter what screen size and
resolution they have at hand. As a result, web authors should endeavor to
ensure that their content is effectively displayed in all the environments where it
may be viewed. Designing a fixed-width web page is inconsistent with that
goal, because it’s just not possible to come up with a fixed-width design that
looks good both on a PDA or phone and a monitor with five or more times as
much horizontal screen space.

Many authors settle for choosing a resolution that they believe most users
will have and design for that, sometimes slapping a “best viewed at” suggestion
on their pages. In all likelihood, for example, MSN’s and Yahoo’s home pages
(770 and 740 pixels wide, respectively) were designed for a resolution of
800x600, AOL’s Privacy Policy page (610 pixels wide) for 640x480, and the
Hynes Convention Center Driving Directions page (240 pixels wide) for
240x320 (a common-denominator resolution across Palm and Pocket PC
PDAs). 

There are several problems with this “target a particular width” approach.
The first is that optimizing for one resolution penalizes users of all other resolu-
tions. A page that’s “best viewed at 800x600,” for example, might just as well
advertise itself as “suboptimally viewable at everything except 800x600.” At
the same time a page sends that message, of course, it also sends the message,
“I want to seize control of the details of how you are allowed to view this page.
If you give me more horizontal space in which to present content, I’ll ignore
it.”† 

From a design point of view, a web page that’s “best viewed” at some par-
ticular resolution is almost certainly imposing an ill-conceived (and possibly
inadvertent) overconstraint. While it’s common to specify minimum system
requirements, it’s not at all common to specify exact system requirements.
Users are used to requirements like “must have at least 128MB RAM” or “must
have version 3.0 or later” of a particular piece of software. Much less common
are requirements like “must have exactly 256MB RAM” or “must have exactly
version 3.0” of a particular piece of software. Most pages designed for a particu-
lar resolution should really be designed for that resolution or better. 

† Fixed-width layouts also send the message, “If you give me less horizontal space than
I expect, I’ll punish you by making you use horizontal scroll bars.” This latter issue—
how to adapt to fewer resources than expected—might be called “the reverse keyhole”
problem. It’s an interesting subject in its own right, but it’s separate from the issues I
address in this book, and I shall not consider it further.
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The second problem facing web authors who choose a particular fixed-
width layout is the need to periodically reevaluate the appropriateness of that
choice, and, if the choice is determined to no longer be appropriate, modify it.
The early days of the web generally assumed that page visitors had no more
than VGA resolution, so fixed-width designs tended to choose a width of some-
thing under 640 pixels. When SVGA resolution became common, many fixed-
width designs were upped to about 800 pixels. Now many page designers face
the decision of whether to start assuming that the “standard” resolution has
increased to XGA and, if so, whether to modify their layouts to take that into
consideration. It is reasonable to predict that in the future, yet higher resolutions
will become more common. Already there are industries (e.g., graphic design,
CAD, software development) where 1600x1200 is not an uncommon resolu-
tion. Soon designers of fixed-width web pages will have to decide what to do
about those people. 

The final problem with choosing a specific width for web page layouts is
that the analysis justifying the choice is almost always based on the assumption
that users will maximize their browser windows. This has never been universal
practice, and as monitor resolutions increase, there is little doubt that it will
become even less common. At resolutions of 640 or 800 or even 1024 horizon-
tal pixels, many people may choose to maximize their browser windows, but
when they have 1280 or 1600 horizontal pixels at their disposal, their behavior
is likely to change. If it does, if users stop routinely maximizing browser win-
dows, there is no reason to believe that they will choose window widths that
match earlier hardware conventions. At this particular moment, for example,
the browser window on my 1280-pixel-wide monitor happens to be 1043 pix-
els wide, hardly a standard width.

From the point of view of a page author, then, a fixed-width layout opti-
mizes the viewing experience for one window size while presenting a subopti-
mal experience for all other sizes; must be periodically redesigned to track
changes in this magic size as it evolves; and is losing its underlying rationale as
improvements in technology undermine the notion of a “standard” size for
browser windows, anyway. Add to that the tension arising from the struggle
between authors and visitors over details of the viewing experience, and it’s dif-
ficult to understand why a page author would actively choose to use a fixed-
width layout. It’s especially difficult in view of how easy it is to avoid all these
difficulties.
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We’ll discuss avoidance shortly, but, we’re not yet done examining the
problems that FWWP Keyholes lead to. I have already remarked that users
encounter inconsistent page layouts as they move from web site to web site,
because some sites use fixed-width pages and some do not, and even among
those that do, the widths vary. More surprising, perhaps, is that this same
inconsistency is common even within a single site. Figure ??-6, for example,
shows three pages from Ebay, each using a different kind of layout. The first

screen shot is of the Ebay home page, a page that’s fixed-width, centered, and
has an effective content width (i.e., excluding the “header” at the top of the

Figure ??-6. Upper portions of three different page layouts encountered during
a logical traversal of a single site (Ebay). Top: a centered, fixed-width page5.
Middle: a flush-left, fixed-width, wider page6. Bottom: an unlimited-width page7.
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page) of 616 pixels. Among the many links on this page is one to the “Enter-
tainment” category. Click on it, and you’re presented with the page shown in
the second screen shot, a fixed-width but flush-left page with an effective con-
tent width of 760 pixels. Click on the “Memorabilia” link on that page, and you
arrive at the page shown in the bottom screen shot, a page of unlimited width.
The logical progression from home page to category page to auction page thus
presents site visitors with three different layout conventions. 

Fixed-width thinking can even lead to inconsistencies on a single page. The
top Ebay image in Figure ??-6 shows one example of this, where the header
part of the page is wider than the content below it, but a clearer example is
shown in Figure ??-7. Here, the header and footer bars are 760 pixels wide, but
from the left edge of the window to the right edge of the text is only about 600
pixels. Such inconsistency is probably caused by different people working on

the content-independent portions of the page (i.e., the header and footer ele-
ments) and the content itself (the article text), each of whom made different
choices for the page width. In view of the fact that the header/footer is 95% as
wide as SVGA resolution and the body of the text is about 95% as wide as VGA
resolution, it seems likely that the header/footer designer was targeting maxi-
mized SVGA windows and the body designer maximized VGA windows. As

Figure ??-7. Inconsistent fixed-widths on a single page. (From IBM’s web site8.)
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we’ve seen many times in this book, keyholes tend to lead to inconsistencies,
because different people make different decisions on keyhole sizes. In this case,
the decisions may have been made at different times. It would not surprise me if
SVGA-targeted page frames were slapped onto older, VGA-targeted content in
an attempt to adapt to evolving “typical” user display configurations. If so, the
attempt failed, because the text block retains its original keyhole size.

A final drawback of fixed-width web pages is that their behavior runs con-
trary to the expectations of users who understand that web browsers are
designed to automatically wrap lines within the boundaries of the browser win-
dow. Such users expect the details of page layout to be dynamically determined,
always taking advantage of whatever screen resources are made available to
the browser. These users are at best surprised and at worst infuriated when they
discover that page authors have deliberately disabled this capability. 

If we collect all the drawbacks of fixed-width web page layout, we come up
with the following list. Such layouts:

• Fail to take advantage of additional resources (horizontal pixels) when
users make them available.

• Seize control over details of page appearance that are best controlled by
page visitors.

• Lead to inconsistent layouts across sites and within both sites and
pages.

• Require periodic reevaluation to determine whether the current width is
appropriate for a constantly evolving “typical” user configuration.

• Are increasingly difficult to optimize for the “typical” user configura-
tion, because user configurations are becoming less uniform.

• Offer a suboptimal viewing experience for page visitors whose configu-
ration differs from the one targeted by the page author.

• Surprise and irritate users who expect web browsers to determine line
breaks based on the width of the browser window.

Solutions

FWWP Keyholes are easy to avoid, because HTML is designed not to impose
them in the first place. By default, HTML supports page layout specification in
general and relative terms (e.g., this text should precede this image, this table
should follow that text, this text and this image should be side by side in this
table cell, etc.), but it’s the web browser itself—taking into account the width of
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the browser window, the user’s chosen text size, etc.—that determines exactly
what’s displayed where. There are, by default, are no fixed-width pages. To cre-
ate such pages, authors must explicitly override the default behavior by direct-
ing browsers not to dynamically determine where line breaks should occur
(e.g., via pre blocks), not to dynamically determine table widths (e.g., by spec-
ifying absolute table column widths in pixels), etc. The solution to FWWP key-
holes is for authors of web pages to simply stop issuing these overrides.

There are many sites demonstrating that such keyholes need not exist. Fig-
ures ??-8, ??-9, and ??-10 provide examples of pages from such sites, both at
the minimum width where no horizontal scroll bars occur† and also as they
appear maximized on a 1280-pixel-wide display. Note how in each case the

wider windows display more content in the same amount of vertical space.

† Many pages require a minimum width if they are to be displayed without horizontal
scroll bars. Though perhaps objectionable on other grounds, such constraints are not
keyholes. Keyholes are restrictions on more of something, not less. Minimum window
width requirements are instead related to the “reverse keyhole problem” I mention on
page 8.

Figure ??-8. Upper portions of narrow and wide versions of a web page
imposing no FWWP (from Scott Meyers’ web site9).
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Some readers, though acknowledging how the lack of FWWP Keyholes
allows more content to be displayed, will more emphatically note the extremely
long lines in the maximized page in Figure ??-8 (which happens to be from my
web site.) One of the lines visible in that screen shot consists of 186 characters,
well beyond all recommendations for maximum line length in readable text.
Ample research demonstrates that wide lines are hard for people to read,
because, among other things, it makes it difficult for the eye to move from the
end of one line to the beginning of the next. The more characters in the line, the
greater the difficulty. One can easily imagine arguments that the decrease in
text readability arising from very wide pages is serious enough to justify
FWWPs. Such an argument has been used many times to defend fixed-width
designs. But the argument is specious.

Readability is important, but it is only one of many page characteristics that
users may care about. In some cases, they may be willing to sacrifice readability
in order to achieve some other goal. For example, they may have other win-
dows on their screen they wish to keep visible, leaving only a short, wide space
available for viewing a web page. Given a choice between a fixed-width “read-
able” page that uses only some of the available space and an unlimited-width
“less readable” page that uses all the space, they may prefer the less readable
page, because they assign a higher value to more content that is less readable
than to less content that is more readable.

Furthermore, readability may not be particularly important to them. Some
visitors may not want to read the web page, they may want to use it in some
other way. For example, they may want to capture an image of the window or
they may want to copy some text off the page. In fact, copying text off a web
page is a task where FWWP keyholes may be particularly annoying, because
they can make it more difficult to highlight the desired text without scrolling.

When a page automatically adjusts itself to the width of the browser win-
dow (the HTML default), visitors who want to improve readability by reducing
line length can do it themselves by making their browser windows narrower. In
contrast, if a page author has fixed the page width, visitors who are willing to
decrease readability in order to optimize some other aspect of their overall com-
puting experience are precluded from doing so. 

Furthermore, there is no inherent connection between unlimited-width
pages and uncomfortably long lines of text. Multi-column page layouts (based
on HTML tables) adapt gracefully to varying window widths while at the same
time retaining reasonable line lengths. Figures ??-9 and ??-10 provide exam-
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ples of multi-column layouts: a two-column design from Jakob Nielsen’s web
site, and a three-column design from Artima’s web site. The two columns in

Nielsen’s design are of equal width, regardless of the width of the browser win-
dow, while Artima’s layout apportions the available horizontal space into 15%
for the left column, 60% for the middle column, and 25% for the right column.

Creating these kinds of tables is easy. A two-column design with the first
column using 60% of the available horizontal space and the second using 40%
is coded like this:

<table width="100%">
<tr>

<td width="60%">
Column 1 content goes here.
</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td width="40%">
Column 2 content goes here.
</td>

Figure ??-9. Upper portions of narrow and wide versions of a two-column web
page imposing no keyhole (from Jakob Nielsen’s web site10).
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</tr>
</table>

A variety of embellishments can be added to this basic framework, but the fun-
damental HTML for multi-column unlimited-width web pages is both straight-
forward and portable.

One final observation about FWWP Keyholes and page readability: web
usability sites rarely employ fixed-width pages. For example, Jakob Nielsen’s
site, Don Norman’s site12, Bruce Tognazzini’s site13, and the W3C site on user
interface technologies14 all feature unlimited-width web pages. It is unlikely that
this is an accident.

In essence, page authors who rely on “readability” arguments to justify
fixed-width designs are seizing control over a detail of page layout that properly
belongs to page visitors. Such authors mean well, but they are attempting to
optimize the visitor’s viewing experience with incomplete information. Only the
user has information about all the factors affecting the overall utility of a page,
and the proper function to optimize is utility, not readability. The trade-off
between readability and other factors is the visitor’s to make, not the author’s.
After all, it’s a personal computer.

Figure ??-10. Upper portions of narrow and wide versions of a three-column
web page imposing no keyhole (from Artima’s web site11).
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Most people who do page layout almost certainly use tools like FrontPage
or DreamWeaver to do their design work. A possible reason why people create
fixed-width pages is that their tools do it by default; or they make varying-
width pages harder to create; or all their samples and documentation show
only fixed-width pages, etc. In other words, people may be choosing fixed-
width layouts simply because their tools channel them into doing it. Is this the
case? If so, I'll want to address it explicitly.

Even web pages that adapt to the width of the browser window may fail to
take full advantage of the screen real estate that is available. Consider
Figure ??-11, which shows the top portion of the Slashdot home page. As at

many sites, Slashdot’s home page employs a three-column, unlimited-width
layout. Scroll further down the page, however, and the outer columns run out of
content. When that happens, a new form of keyhole occurs, what we might call
an “empty outer column keyhole;” see Figure ??-12. Note how about 312 pix-
els—approximately 43% of the available horizontal space in the pictured
browser window (excluding the black border around the page, which is part of
the design)—now goes empty.

These keyholes, too, can be avoided. The fundamental strategy is to note
when a column has no more content, then to make the unused space in that
column available to adjacent columns that do have additional content. Visually,
the effect is to treat the material in “short” columns as objects to be run around.

Figure ??-11. Upper portion of web page showing three-column layout (from
Slashdot’s web site15).

?
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The use of such runarounds is well known in the publishing industry, and it is
not uncommon to find them in newspaper and magazine layouts as well as in
commercial marketing materials.

I am not aware of any web pages that expand middle column content into
both the left and right columns when those columns run out of material, but
Amazon does do this for the right column. In effect, the three-column layout
becomes a two-column layout when the material for the rightmost column has
been exhausted. Figure ??-13 shows the result.

This is a straightforward way to avoid Empty Outer Column Keyholes, one
that also boasts the advantage of being easy to implement. The heart of an

Figure ??-12. Further down the same page as Figure ??-11. Left and right
columns are now empty.

Figure ??-13. Three-column layout becoming a two-column layout when the
rightmost column has run out of material (from Amazon’s web site16).
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n-column web page layout is an HTML table with n columns, so implementing
a runaround simply consists of having an n-column table precede an m-column
table, where m is less than n. In the case of Figure ??-13, for example, the page
uses a 3-column table followed by a 2-column table. 

Can somebody please confirm that this implementation analysis is cor-
rect? I took a look at the source for the Amazon page, but there are so many
tables there, I was unable to verify that what I believe is true is actually true.

Of course, this strategy is not always applicable. Web browsers can deter-
mine line and table widths, etc., at runtime (i.e., at the time the page is dis-
played), but decisions regarding the number of columns in a table and the
content to go in each column must be determined at the time the page is cre-
ated. That’s before the browser enters the picture. As a result, it generally makes
sense to employ a layout where the content in one column runs around the con-
tent in an adjacent column only if the page author knows that one of the follow-
ing applies:

• Regardless of display details (e.g., window width, font sizes, etc.), the
content in the first column (the one “running around”) will almost cer-
tainly take up at least as much vertical space as the content in the sec-
ond column (the one “being run around”). A common case is when a
large text block runs around an accompanying graphic. News sites
often employ such runarounds.

• The design is such that even if the first column doesn’t have more infor-
mation than the second, the resulting layout will look acceptable. In
such cases, the lower table (the one used to implement the runaround)
will be empty, and the net visible effect will likely be a small mount of
unused vertical space.†

Fixed-width page layouts should be avoided because of the many problems
stemming from FWWP keyholes, but this does not mean that pages should be
reduced to intimidating blocks of text and graphics with a minimum of white
space. Page content should take advantage of all the horizontal space available,

† One could argue that this could lead to a vertical web page keyhole, and one would
have a point. Faced with such a dilemma, it would be up to web page designer to eval-
uate the likelihood of such a keyhole arising and the overall impact on users if it did.
At that point, the designer could make an engineering judgement as to which design
was most appropriate, taking all factors into account.

?
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but it’s important to note that line breaks can be content, too. For example,
paragraph breaks in books are indicated, in part, by line breaks, and I expect
paragraph breaks in web content to also lead to line breaks when the content is
displayed, regardless of the width of the browser window. Such line breaks are
meaningful. They’re content. Page authors properly have complete control over
such line breaks. It would be unreasonable to advocate, for example, that a list
that an author has formatted to look like this,

1. Search web pages for keyholes.

2. For each keyhole, try to find an alternative keyhole-free design.

3. Where practical, apply such an alternative design.

4. Bask in the increased satisfaction of page visitors.

should be displayed like this, just to use more horizontal space:

1. Search web pages for keyholes. 2. For each keyhole, try to find an alter-
native keyhole-free design. 3. Where practical, apply such an alternative
design. 4. Bask in the increased satisfaction of page visitors.

Nor would any browser do this to a numbered list. The rules of HTML dictate
that paragraph breaks between itemized entries be honored. Similar arguments
apply in other contexts where line breaks or layout are significant, e.g., when
displaying poetry or computer language source code. Meaningful line breaks
and other formatting artifacts are properly under the control of authors.

On the other hand, the line breaks that follow words in a block of text when
those words happen to fall at the end of a line are not meaningful. They’re not
content. There’s no reason to preserve them if more horizontal space suddenly
becomes available. By the same reasoning, there’s typically no reason to pre-
serve the width of a table if more horizontal space is made available for it. As
long as the table content can be resized without compromising its meaning, the
table should be resized. Again, Figures ??-8, ??-9, and ??-10 show how this
can work.

Summary

Fixed-Width Web Page (FWWP) Keyholes arise when the content of a web page
has a fixed horizontal size chosen by the page author. These keyholes appear
when a web browser window is wider than the maximum width of the underly-
ing page. They are the most common manifestation of a more general type of
keyhole, the Limited-Width Content Keyhole.
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FWWP Keyholes lead to a variety of problems for both page authors and
page visitors, including inconsistent layouts across sites, within sites, and
within pages; a less satisfying viewing experience for users whose browser win-
dows are not of the expected width; a failure to take advantage of additional
display resources offered by the user; and surprising and irritating behavior for
users who expect the details of web page layout to be dynamically determined.
FWWP Keyholes also complicate life for page authors, because they require peri-
odic determination of the “typical” user configuration even though user configu-
rations are becoming less uniform.

Avoiding FWWP keyholes is easy, as it requires nothing more than relying
on default browser behavior. Concerns over unduly long lines can be addressed
by employing multi-column layouts.

A keyhole related to the FWWP Keyhole is the Empty Column Keyhole. It
occurs in both fixed- and unlimited-width pages when the content of a column
in a multi-column layout could take advantage of unused space in one or more
adjacent columns, but doesn’t. In many cases, such keyholes can be avoided by
stacking HTML tables with more columns atop tables with fewer columns.

Elimination of Fixed-Width Web Page and Empty Column Keyholes does
not require that page content be compromised. In particular, meaningful line
breaks and other formatting artifacts are content and should be preserved,
regardless of how much horizontal space is available. The problem isn’t the
existence of meaningful line breaks or other formatting details, it’s the existence
of gratuitous keyholes. 
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